WORKS OF ART

Armand Pushman (C);

Wanderlust, Nr. 701. Little boy carrying handkerchief bundle.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 100x72; KF101.

De niedrige Fall, Nr. 661. Little boy carrying emergency bell.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF102.

Der elegante Gratulations. Nr. 663. Little girl picking flowers.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF103.

Friede und Freunds. Nr. 664. Two baby angels.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF104.

Kinderabend, Nr. 695. Two girls sitting on a hillside.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF105.

Zaunkoenig, Nr. 695. Little boy sitting on fence.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 180x135; KF107.

De fleetspieler. Nr. 614. The flute player.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF108.

Maria Hille, Nr. 807. Madonna with child.

Duett, Nr. 616. Little boy playing accordion.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 180x135; KF110.

Wer will mich spielen? Nr. 800. Little boy holding truck.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 180x135; KF111.

En liebe mich. Nr. 651. Little girl picking flowers.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF112.

Maria mit Kind. Nr. 828. Old woman weaving.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. Add. tit. Virgin with the Holy Child O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF113.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF114.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF115.

Weihnachtsgruss. Nr. 703. Little boy lying on ground & looking at sky.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 180x135; KF116.

Emil Fink & R59115.

De Madona in blau. Nr. 806. Virgin holding child.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 340x258; KF117.

Weihnachtsgruss. Nr. 805. Little boy laying on ground & looking at sky.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 180x135; KF118.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 180x135; KF119.

The Spiegel, Nr. 704. Little girl sitting on fence with basket of flowers.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 180x135; KF120.

Das Trio, Nr. 705. Little girls singing.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF121.

Kinderhaus, Nr. 798. Boy playing harmonica.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 180x135; KF122.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF123.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF124.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF125.

War die Ruhe nicht verloren. Nr. 658. Old woman knitting.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF126.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF127.

Zwei Damen. Nr. 801. Two girls.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF128.

Das Atelier, Nr. 799. Seated boy.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF129.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF130.

Blechpferzeu. Children at roadside shrine.
By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 240x184; KF131.

De Madona mit Kind. Nr. 693. By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF132.

By M. I. Hummel. West Germany. Col. reproduction of painting; post card. O Emil Fink Verlag; 150x112; KF133.

R594X4.

Guiding spirit. Oil painting by Holm Pushman. O 12Feb47; G 1946. Arsenium Pushman & Arastan Pushman (C); 3Jan75; R594X4.

R594X5.

Dancing girl. No.2. Oil painting by Holm Pushman. O 12Feb47; G 1946. Arsenium Pushman & Arastan Pushman (C); 3Jan75; R594X4.

R594X6.

12Feb46; G 1946. Arsenium Pushman & Arastan Pushman (C); 2Jan75; R594X4.

R594X7.

Vanished glories; upright still-life.
Oil painting by Holm Pushman. O 12Feb47; G 1946. Arsenium Pushman & Arastan Pushman (C); 2Jan75; R594X4.

R594X8.

Princess from the East; upright still-life.
Oil painting by Holm Pushman. O 12Feb47; G 1946. Arsenium Pushman & Arastan Pushman (C); 2Jan75; R594X4.

R594X9.

Dream pastures; horizontal still-life.
Oil painting by Holm Pushman. O 12Feb47; G 1946. Arsenium Pushman & Arastan Pushman (C); 2Jan75; R594X4.

R594X0.

Contemplation; horizontal still-life.
Oil painting by Holm Pushman. O 12Feb47; G 1946. Arsenium Pushman & Arastan Pushman (C); 2Jan75; R594X4.

R594X1.

Spirits of contentment; upright still-life.
Oil painting by Holm Pushman. O 12Feb47; G 1946. Arsenium Pushman & Arastan Pushman (C); 2Jan75; R594X4.
WORKS OF ART

1954864 - 1955671

1954864. Christ at the Sea of Galilee. By Tintoretto, author of renewable matter: Robertson, O 27Mar47; H73. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954864.

1954865. Blue bonnet trail. By Porfirio Salinas, Jr. O 20Aug47; H77. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954865.

1954866. Blue bonnet trail. By Porfirio Salinas, Jr. O 20Aug47; H77. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954866.


1954868. The Cove. By William Zorach. O 20Aug47; H77. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954868.

1954869. May Day Frolic. By Jan Breughel. O 20Aug47; H77. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954869.

1954870. Arrival of Pere Lacroix. By Paul Cezanne. O 20Aug47; H77. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954870.

1954871. Naval Detail. By Anthony la Piazza. O 20Aug47; H78. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954871.


1954873. Blue Jay. By Anthony La Piazza. O 20Aug47; H78. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954873.

1954874. Lady Templeton and her son. By Sir Thomas Lawrence. O 20Aug47; H785. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954874.


1954876. Redos-or-the Avon. By Alfred Parsons. O 20Aug47; H78. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954876.

1954877. Lady Elizabeth Delme and her children. By Sir Joshua Reynolds. O 20Aug47; H78. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954877.


1954880. The Equatorial jungle. By Henri Rousseau. O 30Sep47; H88. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (FWH); 13Jan75; 1954880.
**WORKS OF ART**

**Friday, May 21, 1975**

**Fisherman**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Fisherman**

*By Prescott W. Baston*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Old Fisherman**

*By Prescott W. Baston*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**A Star**

*By Prescott W. Baston*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**A Fisherman's Wife**

*By Prescott W. Baston*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**Two Fishermen**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Man**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Man**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**A Star**

*By Prescott W. Baston*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**Two Fishermen**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.

**The Nymph**

*By Prescott W. Baston & Francis W. Dahl*

They are seated in a fishing boat on the Peconic River. By Prescott W. Baston. O 29Jan75; R 597460.
works of art

597461. Costeuse du Cayla--position 9a. By Jean Antoine Houdon. 0 18Feb47; H484. The Frick Collection (FW); 10Feb75; R597461.

597462. Costeuse du Cayla--position 10. By Jean Antoine Houdon. 0 18Feb47; H482. The Frick Collection (FW); 10Feb75; R597462.

597914. His presence. By Warner Salliman. © 1948. Frick and Bates, Inc. (FW); 14Feb75; R597914.


596755. Cubist graph. By Alfred C. Orlowski. © 1948; K1548. The Society of Medalists (FW); 26Feb75; R596755.

599538. De luxe splendor florals number 4. By Ann Cochran. © 1948; K1914. Intersect Industries Corporation (FW); 10Mar75; R599538.

599539. De luxe splendor florals number 3. By Ann Cochran. © 1948; K1915. Intersect Industries Corporation (FW); 10Mar75; R599539.


8600466. Chesapeake Bay retriever; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Alois Weber. © 1948; K18969. National Wildlife Federation (FW); 17Mar75; R5960466.


8600469. Peach blossom; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Alois Weber. © 1948; K18972. National Wildlife Federation (FW); 17Mar75; R5960469.


5960472. Western sage-grouse; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Alois Weber. © 1948; K18975. National Wildlife Federation (FW); 17Mar75; R5960472.


5960480. Western blue grosbeak; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Alois Weber. © 1948; K18982. National Wildlife Federation (FW); 17Mar75; R5960480.


5960483. 3th juniper; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Alois Weber. © 1948; K18985. National Wildlife Federation (FW); 17Mar75; R5960483.
Arcaclio; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K8995. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Bluethroat; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K8995. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Cecropia moth; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9983. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Cedar waxwing; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9903. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Cedar waxwing; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9903. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Christmas greetings. By Harvey Hanson. (A) 0 1Jan47; K9983. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas greetings. By Harvey Hanson. (A) 0 1Jan47; K9983. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas Gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Christmas gift certificate. (A) 0 1Jan46; K9926. Harvey Hanson (A); 9Apr75; R601545.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Twinflower; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.

Chestnut-backed sparrow; from the 1948 wildlife conservation stamps. By Walter Aloys Weber. (A) 0 1Jan48; K9916. National Wildlife Federation (FWF); 17Mar75; R600495.
Gift certificate, No.C-105A. By Harvey Hanson. G 27 May 48; K16923. Harvey Hanson (A); 16 Jun 75; R607443.

Gift certificate, No.C-106. By Harvey Hanson. G 23 Jun 48; K16924. Harvey Hanson (A); 16 Jun 75; R607444.

Figure of hand with lace and floral decoration. By Edward S. Hazel. G 14 Jul 47; G6085. Vanita M. Hazel (W); 19 Jun 75; R607540.

Figure of slipper with lace and floral decoration. By Edward S. Hazel. G 19 Jul 47; G6086. Vanita M. Hazel (W); 19 Jun 75; R607541.

Figure of lapel watch. By Edward S. Hazel. Plaque. G 26 Aug 47; G6326. Vanita M. Hazel (W); 19 Jun 75; R607542.

From the library of .... Port. of Sherlock Holmes. Author of the print: Linda Earl Finch. Reproduction of drawing. Add. ti: Sherlock Holmes bookplate. © Linda Earl Finch; 17Nov75; K114945.

American Bicentennial metal identification plate. 2 crossed American flags, Spirit of 76 & depiction of Paul Revere. Author of the print: James F. Wright (J. F. Wright) Col. print on metal. © James F. Wright; 23Oct75; K114946.


The Deer, the stag bow down to thee, Jesus, Savior, ours to be! stylized heart-shaped depiction of house sitting in tree, animals standing on the branches. By Mary Jane McIntee. Reproduction of pen & ink drawing. Mary Jane McIntee; 15Dec75; K114948.


WORKS OF ART

JUL - DEC. 1975

C 19Jan48; G7007. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621173.

621174. Pocohontas; a figurine based on the personality of this historic character. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Jan48; G7006. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621174.

621175. William Penn; a figurine based on the personality of this historic character. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Jan48; G7006. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621175.

621176. Annie Oakley; a figurine based on the personality of this historic character. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Jan48; G7010. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621176.

621177. Captain John Smith; a figurine based on the personality of this historic character. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Jan48; G7011. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621177.

621178. Sitzmark; a figurine of a skier picking himself up after a fall in the snow. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Jan48; G7079. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621178.

621179. Slalom; a figurine of a skier performing a parallel Christiania turn in a downhill race. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Jan48; G7080. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621179.

621180. Toilet Sheraton; a figurine in costume of 1790 with a background of a Sheraton bookcase. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Mar48; G10082. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621180.

621181. Mister Dittrich House Square, a caricature of a substantial Philadelphia citizen surrounded by boxes and cases of scrap. By Prescott Woodbury Baston. C 19Mar48; G10062. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621181.

621182. Thaddeus Sheraton; a figurine in costume of 1790 with a background of a Sheraton bookcase. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Mar48; G10061. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621182.

621183. Mrs. Dittrich House Square, a Philadelphia matron examining a bust of Benjamin Franklin. By Prescott W. Baston. C 19Mar48; G10084. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621183.

621184. Saint Francis and some animals on a plaque. By Prescott W. Baston. C 17Apr48; G8966. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621184.

621185. Mary Lyon, founder of Mount Holyoke College delivering one of her famous appeals. By Prescott W. Baston. C 17Apr48; G9661. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621185.

621186. Harvey Girl, serving a meal in one of the Harvey restaurants. By Prescott W. Baston. C 10Jan48; G9662. Prescott W. Baston (A); 18Dec75; R621186.

526
R622188 (con.)
Pushman & Armand Pushman (C): 30Dec75; R622186.
R622187.
This breathless pace. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 17Feb48; G7885. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622187.
R622188.
Eternal twilight. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 1Mar48; G8014. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622188.
R622189.
Austere solitude. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 1Mar48; G8015. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622189.
R622190.
Life's loosened page. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 1Mar48; G8016. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622190.
R622191.
My guardian spirit. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 1Mar48; G8017. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622191.
R622192.
Radiant grace. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 1Mar48; G8018. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622192.
R622193.
The Famine heart. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 1Mar48; G8019. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622193.
R622194.
Everlasting benediction. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 1Mar48; G8020. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622194.
R622195.
Radiant tidings. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 25Mar48; G8312. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622195.
R622196.
My last dream. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 25Mar48; G8313. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622196.
R622197.
The Prince. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 25Mar48; G8314. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622197.
R622198.
Celestial solitude. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 25Mar48; G8315. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622198.
R622199.
My yesterdays. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. C 28Apr48; G8842. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622199.
R622200.
Summer twilight. Oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. Add. tit Out of the mist. C 30Jun48; G8844. Arsene Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 30Dec75; R622200.